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On 7 August 2012 the
Financial Services
Board (FSB) issued the
Collective Investment
Schemes Control Act,
2002 (CISCA)
Circular No. 17 to
managers and trustees
of Collective
Investment Schemes in
Securities.

Background

The FSB’s intention with

Circular No. 17 is t0 clarify concerns

within the CIS industry not

specifically addressed by

Board Notice 80 0f 2012 which

replaced the previous Notice 1503,

and deals with classes of securities

and assets that may be included in a

portfolio of a CIS.

The following highlights the

important issues discussed in the

circular and the implications thereof.

Regulatory exchange
Updating you on current asset management regulatory

Settlement of offers to

repurchase participatory

interests

The FSB clarified that offers to

repurchase participatory interests,

held by investors, can also be settled

in specie. This means that the assets

held in the portfolio may be

exchanged for the participatory

interest held by the investor. The

investor will then receive a

proportionate share of the assets in

the portfolio, providing the investor

agrees to it.

The trustee must:

 Verify the manager’s

calculation of the price of

the assets to be delivered

and the date thereof;

 Ensure cancellation of

participatory interest; and

 Ensure transfer of the

proportionate share of the

assets in the portfolio to the

investor.

IFRS the new accounting

standard for portfolios

The FSB clarified that with effect

from 1 December 2012, the only

permitted standards for maintaining

accounting records and preparing

financial statements in terms of

Section 74(1)(a) of CISCA, will be the

International Financial Reporting

Standards (IFRS).

Collective Investment Schemes

portfolios with year ends of

31 December 2012, will need to apply

IFRS and will no longer be permitted

to use the entity-specific basis of

accounting.

Converting to IFRS will have its

challenges for

these challenges will include









Accrued income or income

accruals

The terms ‘accrued income’ and

‘income accrual’ have been u

various contexts throughout CISCA

and clarity on this was required from

the FSB. The reference to ‘accrued

income’ should be interpreted as

income due either to a portfolio or to

investors, but not yet received

The def

includes accrued income. Therefore

the net asset value (NAV) of a fund

should include accrued income due

to investors of that portfolio.

Clause 50 of

determines that ‘accrued income’

should be excluded from the market

value of a po

service charges. ‘Accrued income’

this context should be referred to as

income from underlying instruments

not yet received by the portfolio.

If managers wish to include ‘accrued

income’

calculation, cla

should be amended by means of the

supplemental deed and the investors

must be informed in terms of sub

clause 50.2 of the deed.

exchange
regulatory developments

Converting to IFRS will have its

challenges for portfolios. Some of

these challenges will include:

Applying IFRS 1: First –

time Adoption of IFRS;

Accounting for money

market funds and deemed

income in terms of IFRS;

Applying detailed

disclosure requirements

required by IFRS 7; and

Resources and expertise

available in the conversion

process.

Accrued income or income

accruals

The terms ‘accrued income’ and

‘income accrual’ have been used in

various contexts throughout CISCA

and clarity on this was required from

the FSB. The reference to ‘accrued

income’ should be interpreted as

income due either to a portfolio or to

investors, but not yet received

The definition of ‘assets’ in CISCA

includes accrued income. Therefore

the net asset value (NAV) of a fund

should include accrued income due

to investors of that portfolio.

Clause 50 of the trust deed

determines that ‘accrued income’

should be excluded from the market

value of a portfolio in calculating

service charges. ‘Accrued income’ in

this context should be referred to as

income from underlying instruments

not yet received by the portfolio.

If managers wish to include ‘accrued

income’ in the market value of the

calculation, clause 50 of the deed

should be amended by means of the

supplemental deed and the investors

must be informed in terms of sub-

clause 50.2 of the deed.
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Investor funds separation

Section 105 of CISCA states that

payments made by investors on

application for investing into a

portfolio may not be made directly

into the Section 105 trust account.

Only the manager is allowed to

deposit funds into the Section 105

trust account.

The FSB clarified that investors may

not deposit monies into the

Section 105 trust account directly.

Managers need to open another

operational trust account governed

by Section 104, into which investors

can deposit monies into.

The Section 105 account may not

form part of the portfolio and may

not be included as part of the

portfolios assets held.

Traditional trust account structure:

Required trust account structure:

All investors must be properly

identified in terms of the Financial

Intelligence Centre Act (FICA) and

verified against anti-money

laundering and anti-terrorism

financing legislation before the

manager can transfer payments into

the Section 105 account.

Trust account

Portfolio account

Section 104
Trust account

Section 105
Trust account

Portfolio
account

Any account operated by the

manager for the receipt of client

monies must be operated in terms of

Section 104, which deals with the

separation of assets of the portfolio

handed to or received by the

manager, trustee or custodian, and

the proper identification of each

investor under Section 2(2) of

CISCA. This account is also subject

to the Protection of Financial

Institutions (Protection of Funds)

Act (No.28 of 2011).

Operational trust accounts should be

opened by the manager for this

purpose noted above.

Deposits into the portfolio account

are made when units are allocated to

investors. The portfolio account then

forms part of the portfolio assets and

is subject to the exposure limits.

Money market instruments in

the secondary market

Usually included in money market

portfolios are money market

instruments purchased in the

secondary market. These

instruments are normally purchased

at a discount or premium.

The premium or discount should be

capitalised and amortised over the

term remaining for fixed-rate

instruments and up to the reset date

for variable-rate instruments.

Scrip lending

Scrip lending is allowed in terms of

Section 85 of CISCA, but must be

managed within the limits or the

conditions set out in trust deed.

All fee income received from scrip

lending activities must be allocated

to investors on a pro-rata basis,

based on their particular interest

held in the portfolio, after the

deduction of expense

related to the scrip

transaction.

Inclusi

instruments

The FSB

managers

in portfolios that do not quality for

inclusion.

It is now clear that any profit

on the sale of such

should be to the benefit of the

investors and any losses realised

should be carried by the man

The inclusion of non

instruments

the best interest of investors

Repurchase agreements

A repurchase agreement does not

constitute a security

CISCA

part of the portfolio of assets.

Managers need to ensure that the

instrument

repurchase a

instrument

the same value for inclusion in the

portfolio.

The FSB

necessary to publish further

guidance

Asset m

cost

The FSB notes

in the industry

management fees incorrectly as fixed

expenditure in the capital

report. Asset management

should be included under

fees’ or ‘

deduction of expenses directly

related to the scrip lending

transaction.

Inclusion of non – qualifying

instruments

The FSB has taken note that

managers often include instruments

portfolios that do not quality for

inclusion.

It is now clear that any profit realised

on the sale of such instruments

should be to the benefit of the

investors and any losses realised

should be carried by the manager.

The inclusion of non-qualifying

uments in a portfolio is not in

the best interest of investors.

Repurchase agreements

repurchase agreement does not

constitute a security in terms of

CISCA and may not be reflected as

part of the portfolio of assets.

Managers need to ensure that the

instrument that is the subject of the

repurchase agreement and the

instrument being exchanged are of

the same value for inclusion in the

portfolio.

he FSB acknowledges that it will be

necessary to publish further

guidance on repurchase agreements.

Asset management fees as fixed

The FSB notes that some managers

in the industry treat asset

management fees incorrectly as fixed

expenditure in the capital adequacy

. Asset management fees

should be included under ‘charges of

fees’ or ‘other expenses’.
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Swap transactions

The use of interest rate swap

instruments in money market

portfolios is now permitted in terms

of Notice 80.

It is important that managers and

trustees update the investment

policy in the supplemental deed to

reflect that interest rate swaps may

be used.

Furthermore, all investors invested

in the portfolio must be given three

months’ notice of the amendment to

the investment policy.

Conclusion

These clarifications come at a time

when the industry is in the process of

regulatory reform, with the FSB

having to reconsider various

legislation and tighten existing

regulations.

Managers should consider how these

clarifications and changes,

specifically those affecting trust

accounts and IFRS, will impact

current systems, reporting, the

management of resources and the

accessing of appropriate expertise in

dealing with the new requirements.

Extension for adoption of IFRS is

one of the options managers should

be considering, especially managers

that are not yet in a position to

provide IFRS accounts because the

necessary data and resources are not

yet available.

Should you wish to discuss how
we can help you, please call
your regular contact or
alternatively:

Bryan Ingram

Associate Director

bryan.ingram@za.pwc.com

+27 (11) 797 5730

Roelof Swanepoel

Manager

roelof.swanepoel@za.pwc.com

+27 (11) 287 0641

Ilse French

Director/Partner, Investment
Management Leader

ilse.french@za.pwc.com

+27 (11) 797 4094


